
Quotations on Librarianship 
 
Stephen Abram, vice-president of Micromedia Ltd., Canada's largest electronic publisher.    
"But although technology is vastly changing their roles, librarians are still seen as "trusted 
agents" and their role as navigators of the Internet will be critical to everyday life and the 
future economy." Submitted by Lucy Stanton    
       
Peter Ackroyd    
   "And the smell of the library was always the same - the musty odour of old clothes mixed 
with the keener scent of unwashed bodies, creating what the chief librarian had once 
described as 'the steam of the social soup.'" (Chatterton, chapter 5) 
Submitted by Marie Bogner    
 
   
Franklin P. Adams    
   "I find that a great part of the information I have was acquired by looking something up 
and finding something else on the way."  
Submitted by Seth Grossman, Samantha Cook, Anita Ciminelli    
 
   
J Donald Adams    
   "There are times when I think that the ideal library is composed solely of reference 
books. They are like understanding friends; always ready to meet your mood, always ready 
to change the subject when you have had enough of this or that." NY Times 1 Apr 56.  
Submitted by Kevin Reynolds & Carolyn Wells    
 
   
John Adams    
   "Liberty cannot be preserved without a general knowledge among the people."  
Submitted by Linda Nowakowski    
    
John Adams, 1765    
   "Let every sluice of knowledge be opened and set a-flowing."   
Submitted by Teresa Keyes    
 
   
John Quincy Adams    
   "To furnish the means of acquiring knowledge is the greatest benefit that can be 
conferred upon mankind. It prolongs life itself and enlarges the sphere of existence." 
Submitted by Peg Tyler    
 
   
Matthew Adams    
   "You go into the restaurants of a town and you see people with hungry stomachs, but you 
go into the library of the same town and you will see hungry brains feasting upon their 
favorites. There are all too few libraries, and far too many restaurants. People should eat 
less and think more." Submitted by Sue Kosciuszko    
 
   
Advertisements    
   "I was the pride of the public library... until I discovered Smirnoff." (1965 Advertising 
Slogan) 
submitted by Pat Ligozio    
    
Senator Lyn Allison 
   
   “Libraries are the key to ensuring that the divide between information rich and poor is 
kept as narrow as possible.” Submitted by Dorothy Wright    
 



   
Amos Bronson Alcott    
   "The richest minds need not large libraries." 
"Table Talk" Book I 
Bubmitted by Debbi Healy, Yoo Jin Ha, Jean D. Collins    
 
   
American Library Association    
   "The computer is only a fast idiot, it has no imagination; it cannot originate action. It is, 
and will remain, only a tool to man." 
On Univac computer exhibited at the 1964 NY World's Fair. 
Submitted by Jennifer Patterson    
    
Rudolfo Anaya    
   "...A library is also a place where love begins." Submitted by Pat Ligozio  
   
    
Anonymous or source unknown:    
   "The medicine chest of the soul." 
— Inscription over the door of the Library at Thebes.    
 
   
   "The writings of the wise are the only riches our posterity cannot squander."  
Submitted by Craig Posmantur    
 
   
   "As regards anything besides these, my son, take a warning: To the making of many books 
there is no end, and much devotion to them is wearisome to the flesh." — Ecclesiastes 12:12 
(New World Translation 1961)    
 
   
   "Nutrimentum spiritus." (Food for the soul.) 
— Inscription on the Berlin Royal Library.    
 
   
   "To read a book for the first time is to make an acquaintance with a new friend; to read 
it for a second time is to meet an old one." 
— Anonymous, Chinese saying    
 
   
   "He who lends a book is an idiot. He who returns the book is more of an idiot." 
— Anonymous, Arabic Proverb  
Submitted by Justin O'Donnell    
 
   
   "I feed your body, while you feed your mind." Found in library cafe 
Submitted by Kate Seebach    
 
   
   "An intelligent person is not necessarily one who knows the answers but rather knows 
where to find them."  
Submitted by Will Haines    
 
   
   "On how many people's libraries, as on bottles from the drugstore, one might write: 'For 
external use only.'" 
Submitted by Tom Stieve    
 
   
   "A library is an arsenal of liberty." Submitted by Michael Aloi  



   
   "A keeper of books: 
I've traveled the world twice over,  
Met the famous; saints and sinners,  
Poets and artists, kings and queens,  
Old stars and hopeful beginners,  
I've been where no-one's been before,  
Learned secrets from writers and cooks" 
submitted by Kim Kuhn 
 
"All with one library ticket  
To the wonderful world of books." 
Submitted by Samantha Fasolino, Vicky Polk    
 
   
   "When you absolutely positively have to know, ask a librarian." 
Submitted by John Ellison    
    
   "Nobody graduated from a library 
Nobody graduated without one." Submitted by Debbi Healy    
    
   "Libraries keep the records on behalf of all humanity....the unique and the absurd, the 
wise and [the] fragments of 
stupidity." submitted by Michael Aloi    
 
   
   "Don't write in a book unless it is your check book!" Submitted by Jennifer Patterson    
 
   
   "To maintain a public library intact, the librarian should by three copies of each book: the 
first to show, the second to loan, and the third to read." submitted by Matthew Newuiett    
 
   
   "A person's library consists of all the books he has that no one wants to borrow." 
Submitted by Matthew Newuiett    
 
   
   "The road to success is always under construction."    
 
   
   "Steal not this book, for fear or shame, For it is in the owner's name; And when you are 
dead, the Lord will say, "Where is that book you stole away?"  
Book Inscription 
Submitted by Matthew Newuiett    
 
   
   "A library is a hospital for the mind."    
 
   
   "By the time a man can read a woman like a book, he is too old to collect a library."  
Submitted by Vicky Polk    
 
   
   “The worst level of service that Internet users will accept is the best level of service they 
have ever seen.”  
Submitted by Stuart Finch    
 
   
   "Information that cannot be found is not information, it is landfill." Submitted by Meikiu 
Lo    



 
   
   "Knowledge is free at the library. Just bring your own container."  
Submitted by Tracy Paradis 
   
       
   "Book lovers never go to bed alone."  
ubmitted by Margalit Post    
    
   "Books Set the Spirit Free."  
Carved over the door of the Lockport Public Library, Lockport, New York  
Submitted by Lorraine Yaeger    
    
   “On how many people's libraries, as on bottles from the drugstore, one might write: 'For 
External Use Only.'“ submitted by Kristen Phillips 
 
   
Anonymous library patron. as quoted in PUBLIB message, 11 September 2000    
   "A new library is like finding a $100 bill on the sidewalk."    
    
Apocrypha 1:17-18 The Assumption of Moses (Aliyat Moshe)    
   "You receive this writing that you may know how to preserve the books which I shall 
deliver to you; and you shall set these in order and anoint them with oil of cedar and put 
them away in earthen vessels…"  
Submitted by Susan Maclean    
    
Aristotle    
   “All men by nature desire to know.” submitted by Linda Nowakowski    
    
Richard Armour    
   "Library 
Here is where people,  
One frequently finds,  
Lower their voices  
And raise their minds."  
Light Armour. McGraw-Hill, 1954. 
Submitted by Vicky Polk, Yoo Jin Ha    
 
   
Arthur Ashe (1943-1993)    
   "Throughout my formal education I spent many, many hours in public and school libraries. 
Libraries became courts of last resort, as it were. The current definitive answer to almost 
any question can be found within the four walls of most libraries."  
Submitted by Kathy Jarvis, Samantha Fasolino, Judith Veitz, Sue DiBattista, Vicky Polk, 
Hema Parthasarathi, Barb Pollutro    
    
Isaac Asimov    
   "I received the fundamentals of my education in school, but that was not enough. My real 
education, the superstructure, the details, the true architecture, I got out of the public 
library. For an impoverished child whose family could not afford to buy books, the library 
was the open door to wonder and achievement, and I can never be sufficiently grateful that 
I had the wit to charge through that door and make the most of it."   "Now, when I read 
constantly about the way in which library funds are being cut and cut, I can only think that 
the door is closing and that American society has found one more way to destroy itself." 
I, Asimov. New York: Doubleday, 1994)  
submitted by Kathy Jarvis, Vicky Polk 
   
   "I have written 240 books on a wide variety of topics…Some of it I based on education I 
received in my school, but most of it was backed by other ways of learning – chiefly in the 
books I obtained in the public library."  



Submitted by Jaime Schulte    
 
   
Edward Asner 
   
   "The free access to information is not a privilege, but a necessity for any free society. 
One of my favorite things to do as a young man was wander through the stacks of my 
hometown library. I'd just browse until I found something interesting. Libraries have 
definitely changed my life." Submitted by Consuela Vigliante-Ogilvie    
    
Margaret Atwood    
   “A word after a word after a word is power.” Submitted by Rita Hayward.    
    
W. H. Auden    
   “A real book is not one that we read, but one that reads us.” Submitted by Julia Mullen    
    
Alan Ayckbourn (1959-)     
   "& when I met her she was nothing & ..I have built her up. Encouraging her to join the 
public library and make use of her non-fiction tickets."     
    
Francis Bacon (1561-1626)    
   "Libraries are as the shrines where all the relics of the ancient saints, full of true virtue, 
and that without delusion or imposture, are preserved and reposed." Submitted by 
Samantha Fasolino, Kim Kuhn  
   
       
   "Some books are to be tasted, others to be swallowed, and some few to be chewed and 
digested" ("Of Studies" Essays II)  
Submitted by Melanie J. Lewis, Debbi Healy, Jill Stanwich, Barb Coogan    
 
   
   "Knowledge is power." 
Submitted by Jennifer Thomas and Pam Fordham    
   “Read not to contradict nor to take for granted, but to weigh and consider.” submitted 
by Dorothy Wright    
    
Bugs Baer (1886-1969) US journalist, cartoonist    
   "A newspaper is a circulating library with high blood pressure." 
submitted by Jennifer Patterson    
    
Walter Bagehot    
   “The reason why so few good books are written is that so few people who can write know 
anything.” Submitted by Robin Comeau    
   
   "One of the greatest pains to human nature is the pain of a new idea."  
Submitted by Peg Tyler    
    
Nicholas Baker, New Yorker, April 4,1994, p.78    
   "The function of a great library is to store obscure books"    
    
Russell Baker    
   "Americans like fat books and thin women."  
Submitted by Sofia Tangalos.    
    
Hugo Ball (1886–1927)    
   “We should burn all libraries and allow to remain only that which everyone knows by 
heart. A beautiful age of the legend would then begin” Submitted by Tova Reinhorn    
    
Tony Barry    
   "Increasingly, we will be looking at the Net globally, which increasingly is looking like 



gopher space with a few odd library things hanging off it. [I]ndividuals are increasingly 
publishing direct to the net, and tools to control this in an automated fashion are 
developing rapidly...."  
Submitted by Patricia Sidney-Smith    
    
Luigi Barzini    
   I myself spent hours in the Columbia library as intimidated and embarrassed as a 
famished gourmet invited to a dream restaurant where every dish from all of the world's 
cuisines, past and present, was available on request.  
Submitted by Tracy Paradis    
    
Kathy Bates    
   "We all love to hear a good story. We save our stories in books. We save our books in 
libraries. Libraries are the storyhouses full of all those stories and secrets." 
@yourlibrary quotes from ALA website 
Submitted by Kathryn Johns-Masten    
    
Jean Baudrillard    
   "Information can tell us everything. It has all the answers. But they are answers to 
questions we have not asked, and which doubtless don't even arise." 
Submitted by Julia Dutka    
    
Joan Bauer    
   My grandma always said that God made libraries so that people didn't have any excuse to 
be stupid. 
(Rules of the Road, Putnam 1997, p. 142) 
submitted by Jennifer Patterson    
 
   
Beaumont and Fletcher    
   That place that does contain 
My books, the best companions, is to me 
A glorious court, where hourly I converse 
With the old sages and philosophers; 
And sometimes, for variety, I confer 
With kings and emperors, and weigh their counsels; 
Calling their victories, if unjustly got, 
Unto a strict account, and, in my fancy, 
Deface their ill-placed statues. 
— The Elder Brother. Act I, sc. ii, L. 177.    
    
Henry Ward Beecher    
   "A library is not a luxury but one of the necessities of life." Submitted by Kevin Reynolds, 
Kim Kuhn, Vicky Polk, Robin Trapani, Barb Pollutro    
 
   
   "A little library growing each year is an honorable part of a man's history." 
Submitted by Kim Kuhn    
 
   
   "A library is but the soul's burial-ground. It is the land of shadows."(Star Papers. Oxford. 
Bodleian Library.) Submitted by Kim Kuhn    
 
   
   "Books are not made for furniture, but there is nothing else that so beautifully furnishes a 
house."    
 
   
   "Where is human nature so weak as in the bookstore?" 
Submitted by Joe Mantione    



 
   
Aphra Behn    
   ...that perfect tranquility of life, which is nowhere to be found but in retreat, a faithful 
friend, and a good library. Submitted by Michelle Zafron    
 
   
Vissarion Grigor'evich Belinskii    
   Children's books are written for upbringing...but upbringing is a great thing; it decides 
the fate of the human being.    
 
   
Alexander Graham Bell, letter to Mabel Hubbard Bell, 17 November 1896    
   A Library that is not accessible out of business hours is of as little value as gold horded in 
a vault and withdrawn from circulation.    
 
   
Saul Bellow    
   "People can lose their lives in libraries. They ought to be warned." Submitted by Pat 
Ligozio    
 
   
David Ben-Gurion    
   "We have preserved the Book, and the Book has preserved us." 
Submitted by Peg Tyler    
 
   
Warren Bennis    
   "Failing organizations are usually over-managed and under-led."  
submitted by Midge Coates    
 
   
Patricia Wilson Berger    
   "Show me a computer expert that gives a damn, and I'll show you a librarian." (Quoted in 
Chicago Tribune article, 29 June 1990, Tempo section, p. 1)  
 
   
Hector Berlioz (prominent French composer who served 30 years as librarian at the Paris 
Conservatoire)    
   "Time is a great teacher, but unfortunately it kills all its pupils." Submitted by Steve 
Gerber.  
 
   
Tim Berners-Lee    
   "The dream behind the Web is of a common information space in which we communicate 
by sharing information. Its universality is essential: the fact that a hypertext link can point 
to anything, be it personal, local or global, be it draft or highly polished. There was a 
second part of the dream, too, dependent on the Web being so generally used that it 
became a realistic mirror (or in fact the primary embodiment) of the ways in which we 
work and play and socialize. That was that once the state of our interactions was on line, 
we could then use computers to help us analyse it, make sense of what we are doing, 
where we individually fit in, and how we can better work together."  
Submitted by Patricia Sidney-Smith  
 
   
   
   "What was often difficult for people to understand about the design was that there was 
nothing else beyond URLs, HTTP, and HTML."  
Submitted by Patricia Sidney-Smith  
 



   
John Berry III    
   "If your library is not 'unsafe', it probably isn't doing its job."  
Submitted by Karen Chopra    
    
Ambrose Bierce (1842 - 1914), The Devil's Dictionary    
   "Scarification, with other crude penances, has now been superseded by benefaction. The 
founding of a library or endowment of a university is said to yield to the penitent a sharper 
and more lasting pain than is conferred by the knife or iron, and is therefore a surer means 
of grace. There are, however, two grave objections to it as a penitential method: the good 
that it does and the taint of justice."    
    
Osama bin Laden    
   "They said that Osama's messages have codes in them to the terrorists. It's as if we were 
living in the time of mail by carrier pigeon, when there are no phones, no travelers, no 
Internet, no regular mail, no express mail and no electronic mail. I mean, these are very 
humorous things."  
Submitted by Patricia Sidney-Smith    
    
Augustine Birrell (1850-1933), English politician, man of letters    
   "Libraries are not made; they grow." 
submitted by Caroline Keeler  
 
   
   
   Good as it is to inherit a library, it is better to collect one. 
("Book Buying" Obitera Dicta.) 
Submitted by Jennifer Patterson, Jill Stanwich  
 
   
Jacqueline Bisset (1944 - ____)    
   "The deeper interior you have the more you have in your library." 
Submitted by Roberta Bialasik  
   
    
Lady Marguerite Blessington    
   “… if those only wrote, who were sure of being read, we should have fewer authors; and 
the shelves of libraries would not groan beneath the weight of dusty tomes more 
voluminous than luminous.” Submitted by Barbara McNamara    
    
Hans Blix    
   "I felt in the past that sometimes they [the intelligence agencies] were a bit like 
librarians who had books that they didn't want to lend to the customer, but I think that is 
changing."  
Submitted by Sheryl Soborowski  
 
   
Marylaine Block    
   "Librarians are not just good at internet searching because we understand how to play 
word games. We're good because we know where we need to go and the quickest routes for 
getting there; we are equipped not just with compasses but with mental maps of the 
information landscape." 
Submitted by Carolyn Fahlbeck  
 
   
Erma Bombeck    
   "As a child, my number-one best friend was the librarian in my grade school. I actually 
believed that all of those books belonged to her. I would take a paper bag with me and fill 
it up. When she warned me that some of those books were too old for me, I told her they 
were for my mother. I have never regretted my dishonesty."  



Submitted by Midge Coates    
 
   
Lt. Bookman, in "The Library" Seinfeld Sitcom    
   "I don't judge a man by the length of his hair or the kind of music he listens to. Rock was 
never my bag. But you put on a pair of shoes when you walk into the New York Public 
Library, fella." 
Submitted by Kathryn Johns-Masten    
 
   
Daniel J Boorstin, Librarian of Congress    
   "Technology is so much fun but we can drown in our technology. The fog of information 
can drive out knowledge." 
Submitted by Tova Reinhorn  
 
   
   
   "The greatest obstacle to discovery is not ignorance;it is the illusion of knowledge."  
Submitted by Diane Balcom  
 
   
Jorge Luis Borges    
   "I have always imagined that Paradise will be some kind of library." Submitted by Kevin 
Reynolds, Jennifer Thomas, Vicky Polk    
 
   
   
   "Like all those possessing a library, Aurelian was aware that he was guilty of not knowing 
his in its entirety." (The Theologians)     
 
   
   "The impious maintain that nonsense is normal in the Library and that reasonable (or even 
humble and pure coherence) is a miraculous exception." 
The Library of Babel 
submitted by Kim Rasmussen    
 
   
   "My father gave me free run of his library. When I think of my boyhood, I think in terms of 
the books I read."  
Submitted by Beth Wightman  
 
   
James Boswell    
   "But what can a man see of a library being one day in it?" 
Submitted by Rene Nilsson and Holly Nichols  
 
   
Catherine Drinker Bowen (1897-1973), U.S. biographer.    
   Adventures of a Biographer, ch. 9 (1959). "In early days, I tried not to give librarians any 
trouble, which was where I made my primary mistake. Librarians like to be given trouble; 
they exist for it, they are geared to it. For the location of a mislaid volume, an 
uncatalogued item, your good librarian has a ferret's nose. Give her a scent and she jumps 
the leash, her eye bright with battle." 
Submitted by Anita Ciminelli, Regina Honan, Erin Mancuso, Florence Dollard, Karen Weaver  
 
   
Barry Bowes    
   "In the public psyche, a librarian is a woman of indeterminate age, who wears spectacles; 
a person with either a timorous disposition or an austere disposition, wearing a long sleeved 
blouse buttoned to the neck; someone who loves silence, likes books, and suffers people. 



Librarians don't laugh. They are covered with a thin film of dust. They have pale skins, 
which, when touched (as if one ever could) might flake and prove to be reptilian scales." 
Submitted by Shannon Kozlowski  
 
   
Anna C. Brackett    
   "Do not seek information of which you cannot make use." From Women's Words: The 
Columbia Book of Quotations by Women by Mary Biggs.  
Submitted by Erin Mancuso  
 
   
Ray Bradbury (1920 - __)    
   "You must live feverishly in a library. Colleges are not going to do any good unless you are 
raised and live in a library every day of your life." (Writer's Digest, Feb. 1976) 
Submitted by Karen Weaver    
 
   
   
   "There's no use going to school unless your final destination is the library."  
Submitted by Vicky Polk    
 
   
   
   "Without libraries what have we? We have no past and no future."  
Submitted by Kathy L. Wu  
 
   
   
   "Libraries are the real birthing places of the universe for me. I lived in my hometown 
library more than I did at home. I loved it at night, prowling the stacks on my fat panther 
feet. All of that went into Something Wicked..." 
Submitted by Audrey Koscielniak  
 
   
Ed Bradley    
   "As a child, I lived to read books. The library was a window to the world, a pathway to 
worlds and people far from my neighborhood in Philadelphia."  
Submitted by Pat Sedor    
 
   
John Braine    
   "Being a Writer in a library is rather like being a eunuch in a harem." 
Submitted by Melanie J. Lewis, Judith Veitz  
 
   
Stewart Brand    
   "A library doesn't need windows. A library is a window."  
Submitted by Jane Sullivan    
 
   
Dick Brandon    
   "Documentation is like sex: when it is good, it is very, very good; and when it is bad, it is 
still better than nothing." 
Submitted by Renee Masters  
 
   
Marcus Breen    
   "The fragmentation of rational knowledge in the postmodern world has produced a focus 
on information that is unaware of its history."  
Submitted by Julie Masterson-Smith  



 
   
Ashleigh Brilliant    
   "The closest we will ever come to an orderly universe is a good library."  
Submitted by Jennifer Thomas    
 
   
A. Broadfield    
   “Librarianship has for its purpose the maintenance of the part of the life of the individual 
which is the activity of thinking freely.” Submitted by Susan Maclean  
 
   
Henry Brooke    
   "A book may be compared to your neighbor; if it be good, it cannot last too long; if bad, 
you cannot get rid of it too early."  
Submitted by Carolyn Fahlbeck and Tracy Paradis    
 
   
Anita Brookner    
   "Problems of human behaviour continue to baffle us, but at least in the library we have 
them properly filed." 
Submitted by Lyla Lalik    
 
   
Marc Brown    
   "Having fun isn't hard when you've got a library card." (Arthur's Library Song) 
Submitted by Teresa Keyes  
 
   
Rita Mae Brown    
   "When I got [my] library card, that was when my life began." Submitted by Janet Bresin, 
Jennifer Thomas  
 
   
Elizabeth Barrett Browning    
   "Books,books, books!  
I had found the secret of a garret-room  
Piled high with cases in my father's name;  
Piled high, packed large, -- where, creeping in and out  
Among the giant fossils of my past,  
Like some small nimble mouse between the ribs  
Of a mastodon, I nibbled here and there  
At this or that box, pulling through the gap,  
In heats of terror, haste, victorious joy,  
The first book first. And how I felt it beat  
Under my pillow, in the morning's dark,  
An hour before the sun would let me read!  
My books!"  
Submitted by Sofia Tangalos.  
 
   
John F. Budd    
   "The dissemination of knowledge is one of the cornerstones of civilization."  
Submitted by Seth Grossman.  
 
   
Warren Buffett (1930 - )    
   "If past history was all there was to the game, the richest people would be librarians." 
Submitted by Kathy L. Wu  
 



   
Edward Robert Bulwer-Lytton    
   "Master books, but do not let them master you. Read to live, not live to read."  
 
   
Anthony Burgess    
   "People make too much fuss about the sacrosancity of libraries."  
Submitted by Jane Sullivan  
 
   
William Burroughs (1914-1997)    
   "Out of the closets and into the museums, libraries, architectural monuments, concert 
halls, bookstores, recording studios and film studios of the world. Everything belongs to the 
inspired and dedicated thief.... Words, colors, light, sounds, stone, wood, bronze belong to 
the living artist. They belong to anyone who can use them. Loot the Louvre! A bas 
l’originalité, the sterile and assertive ego that imprisons us as it creates. Vive le sol—pure, 
shameless, total. We are not responsible. Steal anything in sight.”, Submitted by Tova 
Reinhorn  
 
   
Barbara Bush    
   "Libraries and librarians have definitely changed my life --and the lives of countless other 
Americans...they deserve the support and patronage of every single one of us who values 
education."  
Submitted by Hema Parthasarathi  
 
   
Laura Bush    
   "Libraries allow children to ask questions about the world and find the answers. And the 
wonderful thing is that once a child learns to use a library, the doors to learning are always 
open."  
Submitted by Ellen Glena    
 
   
   
   "America's museums and libraries have been lighting the way to liberty and learning since 
our country's very beginning. Today, they continue to reflect the history, the culture and 
the very spirit of America." 
Submitted by Ellen Glena    
    
   “There is nothing political about American literature.”  
Submitted by Dorothy Wright    
    
   “The more you read, the more you'll learn and the more opportunities you'll have in life.” 
Submitted by Dorothy Wright 
   
    
Samual Butler (1835-1902)    
   "I do not like books. I believe I have the smallest library of any literary man in London, 
and I have no wish to increase it. I keep my books at the British Museum and Mudie's, and it 
makes me angry if any one gives me one for my private library."    
 
   
Drew Carey    
   “ I used to go to the library all the time when I was kid. As a teenager, I got a book on 
how to write jokes at the library, and that, in turn, launched my comedy career.” 
Submitted by Matthew Best  
 
   
Thomas Carlyle    



   "What we become depends on what we read after all of the professors have finished with 
us. The greatest university of all is a collection of books." 
Submitted by Janet Bresin  
 
   
   
   "The true University of these days is a Collection of Books." ("The Hero as Man of Letters." 
On Heroes and Hero Worship)  
Submitted by Jill Stanwich  
 
   
   
   "Elaborate catalogues are not what we require, but legible catalogues accessible to 
everybody."  
Submitted by Kim Rasmussen  
 
   
   
   "The best effect of any book is that it excites the reader to self activity." Submitted by 
Marie Volpe    
    
Andrew Carnegie    
   "There is not such a cradle of democracy upon the earth as the Free Public Library, this 
republic of letters, where neither rank, office, nor wealth receives the slightest 
consideration." Submitted by Sue DiBattista, Barb Pollutro    
    
Leon Carnovsky    
   "I have never met a public librarian who approved of censorship or one who failed to 
practice it in some measure." (in "The obligations and responsibilities of the librarian 
regarding censorship" Library Quarterly, vol 20, 1950) Submitted by Renee Masters  
 
   
Lewis Carroll    
   "What is the use of a book, thought Alice, without pictures...?" (Alice's Adventures in 
Wonderland, 1865) Submitted by Karen Weaver  
 
   
Ellen Cartledge    
   "Public Relations (PR) is about reputation- the result of what you do, what you say, and 
what others think about you."  
Submitted by Lorraine Yaeger    
    
Giacomo Casanova (legendary lover and, in later years, librarian)    
   "Any author who claims to inspire deep thought in those who read to escape from thinking 
is a pompous liar." Submitted by Steve Gerber.     
    
Joseph Chamberlin    
   [Libraries are] "a kind of communism which the least revolutionary among us may be 
proud to advocate."  
Submitted by Jane Sullivan    
    
William Ellery Channing    
   "It is chiefly through books that we enjoy intercourse with superior minds....In the best 
books, great men talk to us, give us their most precious thoughts, and pour their souls into 
ours."  
Submitted by Jennifer Papin-Ramcharan    
    
Kate Charles    
   "When in doubt, go to the library."  
Submitted by Jane Sullivan    



    
Lois Mai Chen    
   “Classification, broadly defined, is the act of organizing the universe of knowledge into 
some systematic order. It has been considered the most fundamental activity of the human 
mind.” Submitted by Justin O'Donnell    
    
G. K. Chesterton    
   "The mere brute pleasure of reading- the sort of pleasure a cow must have in grazing." 
Submitted by Melanie J. Lewis    
    
Chinese proverb    
   "A book is like a garden carried in the pocket."     
       
   "To read a book for the first time is to make an acquaintance with a new friend; to read 
it for a second time is to meet an old one." Submitted by Debbi Healy    
    
John Ciardi    
   "The public library is the most dangerous place in town."  
Submitted by Karen Chopra    
    
   “A library…is…a quiet storage place, and what it stores is the memory of the human race. 
It is a place for the soft rustle of pages and the quiet stir of thoughts over the reading 
tables.” Submitted by Sharon Warne    
    
Cicero    
   "Anyone who has a library and a garden wants for nothing." submitted by Pat Kotz    
 
   
   “If you have a garden and a library, you have everything you need.” submitted by Kelly 
Mullaney"A room without books is like a body without a soul." Submitted by Jaime Schulte, 
Janet Bresin    
 
   
   "To add a library to a house is to give that house a soul." 
Submitted by Rene Nilsson, Seth Grossman.  
 
   
Sandra Cisneros    
   "I always tell people that I became a writer not because I went to school but because my 
mother took me to the library. I wanted to become a writer so I could see my name in the 
card catalog." Submitted by Vicky Polk    
    
   "I was happy that the Harold Washington Library [in Chicago] was opening but after I 
visited the library and saw that its bathrooms had marble and learned that they couldn't 
keep the library open enough hours, I began to wonder if Marie Antoinette had designed it."  
Submitted by Midge Coates  
 
   
Andrei Codrescu    
   "I always do the [research] work myself. I'm afraid of librarians-they have whips and high 
heels and they cut you if you talk funny."  
Submitted by Midge Coates    
    
Samuel Taylor Coleridge    
   "Force yourself to reflect on what you read, paragraph by paragraph."  
Submitted by Craig Posmantur  
 
   
Joan Collins (1933 - __) English-US actress    
   "Dynasty was the opportunity to take charge of my career rather than waiting around like 



a library book waiting to be loaned out."  
   
    
Henry Steele Commager    
   "Censorship always defeats it own purpose, for it creates in the end the kind of society 
that is incapable of exercising real discretion." 
Submitted by Donna Hubbard    
    
   “Schools were never intended to be tranquilizers; they should be agitators.” Submitted 
by Steve Shaw 
   
      
   
Lesley Conger    
   The best of my education has come from the public library . . . my tuition fee is a bus 
fare and once in a while, five cents for an overdue book. You don't need to know very much 
to start with, if you know the way to the public library."  
Submitted by Michelle Zafron  
 
   
Terence Cooke    
   "The reflections and histories of men and women throughout the world are contained in 
books...America's greatness is not only recorded in books, but it is also dependent upon 
each and every citizen being able to utilize public libraries." 
Submitted by Kathy Jarvis, Rene Nilsson, Jean D. Collins 
   
    
Mason Cooley    
   "Readers transform a library from a mausoleum into many theaters." Submitted by 
Michael Aloi    
    
Barry Cornwall    
   "All round the room in silent servants wait, My friends in every season, bright and dim."    
 
   
Norman Cousins    
   "The library is not a shrine for the worship of books. It is not a temple where literary 
incense must be burned or where one's devotion to the bound book is expressed in ritual. A 
library, to modify the famous metaphor of Socrates, should be the delivery room for the 
birth of ideas - a place where history comes to life." 
(Cited in ALA Bulletin, Oct. 1954, p.475) 
Submitted by Kim Kuhn, Vicky Polk, Melanie J. Lewis, Jennifer Patterson, Pat Ligozio, Lucy 
Stanton, Seth Grossman    
    
   “A library, to modify the famous metaphor of Socrates, should be the delivery room for 
the birth of ideas -- a place where history comes to life.” Submitted by Matthew 
Mutshnick    
    
Cox, et al., The Computer and the Library, 1967.    
   "Man has...advantages [over the computer]... which he may well retain even into the far-
distant future... [G]iven his abilities, he weighs less than any computer yet designed or 
even envisaged: there seems no likelihood that an electronic computer capable of so great 
a variety of computational facilities can be encompassed within 150 lb..... [M]an needs far 
less energy... [M]an is the only computer yet designed which can be produced entirely by 
unskilled labour.... The push-button library is still well in the future. The librarian who 
visualizes himself -- or his readers -- sitting at a console and conducting a dialogue with a 
computer by means of a typewriter keyboard and a television screen... should set these 
dreams aside for a while.... On-line interrogation of large stores (to use the standard 
computer jargon for such a situation) exists in some applications now, and its use will 
increase, but such installations are costly and their utility must be proven beyond 



doubt... before this cost can be justified even for a large library." Submitted by Patricia 
Sidney-Smith    
    
Sharon Creech, from The NYLA Bulletin, Oct/Nov 2001 p. 5    
   "A library is the door to many lives."    
    
Blaise Cronin    
   "Librarians are librarians: they are not caregivers, nurturers, social workers, surrogate 
parents, welfare agents, or therapists. When all is said and done, their role is 
straightforward: they gather stuff, impose some order on said stuff, and make the stuff 
available to the public."  
Submitted by Jennifer Papin-Ramcharan    
    
Walter Cronkite, from LM-NET    
   "Whatever the costs of our libraries, the price is cheap compared to that of an ignorant 
nation." 
Submitted by Sue Kosciuszko, Pat Sedor, and Karin Foster    
    
Arthur Curley    
   "Libraries are fundamental to civilized society and library services are a public good" 
Submitted by Melanie J. Lewis 


